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Introduction

There has always been a disconnect between 
finance teams and budget holders.
No matter the size of the business, budget holders 
suffer from a lack of real-time information and 
finance suffers from the budget holders’ lack of 
priority for all things financial.

As a result, managing purchases, invoices 
approvals, timely supplier payments, cash 
flow forecasting and the delivery of accurate 
management reports suffer, as do stakeholder 
relationships.

Efficient and auditable financial processes are 
paramount when managing a company’s capital 
and cash; however, too often, the focus is purely 
on the accounting function and improving the 
effectiveness of the actual spend is overlooked.

Finance teams and budget holders accept the 
current status quo and the constant friction 
it generates because they are unaware of an 
alternative. Considering both teams have the 
common goals of spending within budget and 
timely payment of the suppliers, you would think 
there would be a solution to help them both 
achieve this. However, accounting software is only 
designed for finance, leaving budget holders to
fend for themselves.

The solution is Budget Holder Management. This 
is achieved with purchasing automation software 
specifically designed to address the needs of both 
the budget holders and finance professionals by 
removing the disconnect. Effectively, a single
real-time view of the truth that addresses the 
needs of both parties.

This guide is for both budget holders and financial 
professionals and explores how automating the 
entire purchasing process will deliver far more 
productive, effective and disciplined corporate 
financial management and improve the harmony 
between those involved in the spending of the 
money and those accounting for it.

After all, you are one business with the same  
goals, you just don’t have the right tools to evolve 
to a better way of working together.
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How did we get here?

To solve the disconnect between the two teams, we need to first understand why it exists
and look at the issues from both sides:

Finance professionals
They are the corporate financial gate keepers. Their obligations and responsibilities are heavily
regulated but they are also dependent on budget holders for critical information on both projected
revenues and anticipated costs so that they can effectively manage the business financially.

The result
Their confidence (or lack of it) in the accuracy and time lines of the budget holder information has a 
direct bearing on the ability of the business to invest.

Budget holders 
They have developed their own processes for managing spend, usually with “home grown” 
spreadsheets. The spreadsheets’ accuracy often reflects the time and effort they can spare to 
maintain them, which usually duplicates much of the accounting process.

The result 
Budget holders cannot rely on the management accounts to plan and manage their spend. The 
information is always out-of-date on delivery, lacks the detailed analysis of spend required to make 
strategic business decisions and, most importantly, lacks any information
on future planned spend.

So, in a nutshell, finance professionals and budget holders alike need better and more timely 
information on current and planned future spend but lack the tools to provide it. 

The first thing that needs to be questioned is the concept of good financial management. Too often, 
good financial management is seen as the efficient and auditable capture and processing of the 
information relating to spend as well as the subsequent ability to report on it.

A broader view is that good financial management starts with the budget holder making the 
best-informed decision on the priority of their spend, the value it will deliver to the business and 
the price that is paid. Once the decision is made, everything else is “just accounting for it”. Unless 
budget holders keep spreadsheets to achieve this, it is easy to argue that very little “good financial 
management” is actually taking place.

The second item to question is the financial competence of the budget holders. Few have had any 
formal training, whatever tools they have are either self-built or inherited. Maintaining accurate 
spreadsheets for all corporate or project budget related spend is hugely time-consuming. Too 
often, their effort is incomplete and therefore contains inaccurate information (especially when 
their spreadsheets do not reflect cost amortisation, depreciation and inter-departmental cross-
charging) and that creates financial risk from the decisions that follow. But where can budget 
holders find or see that information?
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It is easy to understand the financial and budget disconnect – they are using totally different 
disconnected processes. For budget holders, the process reflects their own fiscal abilities and 
available time, using spend analysis that bears little resemblance to the corporate chart of 
accounts to plan and manage spend. For finance professionals, it is the timely processing of 
the invoices arising for that spend and the delivery of management reports that are already 5 
to 15 days out-of-date on delivery and can never be accurately reconciled to the budget holder 
spreadsheets.

This is the primary reason why finance professionals and budget holders historically
haven’t been able to see eye to eye.
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Where are we now?

Fast-forward to today, finance professionals have invested significantly in ever more
sophisticated accounting and ERP enterprise resource planning) solutions to deliver more
granular and accurate financial information across the spectrum of the accounting function, 
covering every aspect of the business’s activities. But in almost all cases, this same software lacks 
the functionality required to address the full automation of the purchasing process that also 
addresses the basic requirements of the budget holders.

The purchasing automation functionality in modern accounting and ERP software is
designed to process fully approved transactions, such as fully approved purchase orders or 
invoices. Everything that precedes getting to this point is usually a labour-intensive, manual or 
spreadsheet-related disconnected processes that have no access to the realtime state of play for 
the accounting and ERP software; so, everything must be rekeyed.

Where does this leave finance professionals and budget holders now?

Finance professionals: use software that only benefits finance and as a result, imposes manual 
processes on the rest of the business to address this deficiency.

Budget holders: are given neither the training nor effective automated tools to improve their 
financial management skills. They are forced to use their own methods to track and manage spend 
through manual means, with no real-time access to the financial data stored in the accounting and/
or ERP software.

As pointed out previously, budget holders and finance teams are part of the same team with the 
same goal so what are the issues they’re both encountering?

 Issues with paper/manual methods still being used by both teams
 Finance teams
 Have no visibility or control over spend prior to a purchasing commitment being made, often  
 extending up to when the associated invoice is finally fully approved and posted to the
 accounting software. 
 Budget holders
 Maintain spreadsheets to capture spend commitments and enable reconciliation to the   
 subsequent invoices, prior to signing them and sending them back to accounts for posting.

 The processes are massively time-consuming, deliver no real value to the business, are   
 prone to errors, lost documents, late payments, double payments and open to fraud.

 There is a total lack of real-time information to enable smarter spending decisions, better  
 fiscal control and huge productivity gains for everyone involved in the process.

With so many issues, why are finance teams and budget holders happy to accept this as
the way things are?
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There is a better way

The status quo has always been that finance professionals are the ones who “hold the key” when 
it comes to repairing the disconnect and improving efficiency in a company’s financial processes. 
However, budget holders (the board of directors) now have an important part to play in helping 
their company adopt a better way to manage their corporate and project related budgets, 
streamline the entire financial processes, save everyone a huge amount of time and ensure their 
suppliers’ invoices can always be paid on time.

Budget Holder Management is the next generation solution in financial management that unifies 
budget holders and finance teams through automation. It delivers budget holders access to real-
time data and supplier information, enabling smarter spending choices and managing their budgets 
better for both current and planned future spend, empowering them to become better financial 
managers.

Budget Holder Management is the next generation solution in financial management that unifies 
budget holders and finance teams through automation.

The good news is that Budget Holder Management is delivered by extending the functionality of 
your existing accounting and/or ERP software with an application specifically designed for the 
purpose. By focusing on the budget holders’ requirements, finance professionals get everything 
they need as a bi-product.

Budget Holder Management is a very new concept for most organisations. But it is already
transforming the working relationships between budget holders and financial professionals
across a rapidly growing number of forward-thinking businesses. Here are some of the
benefits they are already enjoying:

Finance professionals

 Full visibility of spend from the moment a request to buy is raised.

 Fully automated approval workflows to enforce corporate spending disciplines, including   
 real-time budget checks.

 100% e-invoicing, removing all the paper and automating both two and three-way invoice  
 matches to guarantee full fiscal diligence.

 Up to 75% reduction of tasks that add no value to the business, to address invoice queries  
 and focus on improving budget holder’s finance skills.

 Faster and more accurate month closes.
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Budget holders

 Real-time access to all your supplier information, every order, invoice and  query; including  
 the payment status of every transaction.

 Real-time access to both corporate and project related budgets and spend information for  
 historic, current and planned future spend.
 
 Simple approval process from any connected device, including dedicated mobile apps.

 Huge time savings.

 Enabling your suppliers to be paid on time.

Budget Holder Management is about delivering a single real-time view of the financial truth for both 
budget holders and the finance department, enabling everyone to focus on the more important 
things that drive the business forward.

The only change required is that budget holders agree to use the software to raise their requests to 
buy and finance professionals promise to get rid of all of the paper invoices. It is really that simple 
because the software does the rest.
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How can budget holder management help you?

Budget Holder Management is still a new concept, so 
it is likely that your colleagues have never considered 
it simply because they are unaware such a solution 
exists.

Here’s are a few key points to help you position this 
type of solution to these stakeholders.

Finance professionals to budget holders 
Recognise the weaknesses in the current processes, 
but also accept that (unfortunately) budget holders 
don’t care about your problems, they have enough of 
their own!
Budget Holder Management provides the budget 
holders with full visibility of all spend and budgets, 
including planning and forecast future spending. It 
provides access to all historic spending data to help 
them make smarter spending decisions. This is also an 
entirely paperless process so there’s nothing to lose 
or miss, meaning your purchases are processed on-
time and to your schedule and suppliers are paid on 
time. All you must do is raise the requisition and the 
software will do the rest, removing the need to keep 
spreadsheets.

Budget holders to finance
You will maintain full control of the entire purchase 
to pay process and have real-time visibility of 
committed and planned spend throughout the entire 
lifecycle of transactions. Invoice approval times will 
reduce to being between minutes and a day or two, 
with automated nudges to keep the wheels turning. 
Instant access to suppliers’ accounts that show 
every transaction, including comprehensive query 
management, ensure you maintain the best supplier 
relationships possible, with the minimum amount of 
work. Month-end accruals are maintained in real time. 
Evolve the “bought ledger clerk” role from processing 
paper and fend off all the queries, which will add real 
value to the business and your career.

Finance and budget holders to the CEO
We want to streamline our financial process to  
improve efficiency and management of orders, 
invoices and approvals. By adopting a Budget Holder 
Management solution, we will all save a huge amount 
of time and deliver a real-time view of current and 
planned purchasing to everyone who needs to know. 
Once implemented, everyone wins and the productivity 
gains will continue to grow as the company grows.
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Compleat-ly social
Contact Compleat here... 

https://www.facebook.com/CompleatP2P/
https://twitter.com/compleatp2p
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHrVWn7hW3bimt1RIHVBJg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/compleat-software-ltd/
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